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“The new [Facebook] allows users to create lists of people they want to monitor extra closely, and the new apps allow friends to receive
constant updates of daily activities and locations, blurring the line between the healthy Facebook ‘creeping’ that we all do and legitimate
stalking.” Erica Gleason, LIFE & TIMES
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WALDEN MEDIA
PRESIDENT AT ENVISION
FILM FESTIVAL
Taylor’s 2012 Envision Film
Festival features Walden Media’s president and co-founder
Michael Flaherty, a Taylor
graduate.
Flaherty was described as an
“entrepreneur in education”
by the Wall Street Journal
and Boston Globe based on
his efforts to bring together
media and education.
Flaherty and Walden Media
created The Chronicles of
Narnia: The Lion, The Witch
and The Wardrobe, Bridge to
Terabithia and Charlotte’s
web.

JULIA BERGER
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF
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echnology has long established itself as allowing its users to
accomplish more while causing its own issues at the same time.
As technology advances, in theory, so should security. In the
past few months alone, however, several companies have fallen victim to
a type of hacking, which by definition is accessing information without
authorization. NBC and USA Today are just two companies this month
whose Twitter accounts were hacked.
Each hacking, regardless of where it occurs, costs the victim in the
form of finances or consumer perception and usually both, depending
on the situation, and can happen at any place.
In Indiana alone, residents filed a combined total of 4,665 complaints
of Internet crimes in 2010, according to the Internet Crime Complaint
Center (IC3), a branch of the FBI. The top categories of these complaints
include Non Delivery of Merchandise/Payment, Auction Fraud, Miscellaneous Consumer Fraud, Identity Theft and Credit Card Fraud with
an estimated total loss of $6.5 million.
“Information has become the new currency,” Taylor’s IT Department
said. “Hackers are primarily interested in obtaining information that
can then be used for cash. Either directly (like banking credentials), or
indirectly by selling the information to someone else.”

Reputable websites such as PayPal, a commonly-used financial
transaction website, make it a priority to keep security at the highest
levels. PayPal in particular employs a team of specialists who monitor
transactions and potentially fraudulent charges. They also list ways
for consumers to keep information secure with tips on subjects such as
phishing and identity theft.
“Anything you do with computers could be opened to some sort of
attack or misuse,” said Stefan Brandle, professor of Computer Science
and Engineering. “One of the problems we have
in the information tech industry in general is CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
not enough people are knowledgeable about
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In “Awards Sweep Across
Campus Departments” of the
9/16 edition, the statement
that all four physics students
took “the Fundamentals of
Engineering Exam with 100
percent pass rates” was not
clear. To clarify, all four physics students who took the
Fundamentals of Engineering
Exam received a “pass.”

The festival is March 1-3.

ISAACSON ART ON DISPLAY
Matthew Isaacson’s A Grandiose Numerical Equation:
Phase 3, a glass and ceramics
art series, will be on display
in the Metcalf Gallery from
Sept. 26 to Oct. 21.
Isaacson is a faculty member
at Saint Louis Community
College in Mo.

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

53°
38°

Saturday

55°
35°

Sunday

60°
43°

TAYLOR GRADS PROVIDE
HOME FOR HURTING FAMILY

DISCRIMINATION
IN THE CHURCH

MEREDITH SELL

Homosexual discrimination scandal
at Vanderbilt sparks debate

STAFF WRITER

“When Oliver was born, he failed his
A decade after graduation, the Taylor
family is intact and involved, help- newborn screening test, showing he
ing each other face trials they never had pretty severe hearing loss,” Shannon McNeil said.
would have imagined.
Because Waverly’s speech at three
Michele Montenegro and Kamarah
Sietsema (‘98) formed A Hundred for a years old hadn’t progressed beyond
Home in 2008 to help Matt and Shan- simple, two to three word sentences,
non McNeil (‘98) buy a home suitable they had her hearing tested as well
for their two children. Both children and found similar loss.
were diagnosed in 2008 with a genetic
Oliver, at a few weeks old,
disorder called Sanand Waverly, at age
filippo Syndrome
three, were given
“My two closest friends
(MPS IIIA). Children
hearing aids. Speech
from Taylor asked,
with Sanfilippo lack
therapy was schedan enzyme essential
uled for Waverly.
‘What do you need?
in breaking down
“That seemed like
What can we do?’”
long sugar chains.
the answer to why
Symptoms progress
her speech hadn’t
rapidly, limiting the children’s devel- developed,” McNeil said.
opment and reducing their hearing,
However, therapy didn’t bring any
speaking and motor skills.
improvements.
The McNeils met at Taylor the sum“She just didn’t seem to be learning,”
mer before their senior year and got McNeil said. “We started meeting with
married about a year later. In 2004, doctors to try to figure out what was
they had their first child, a daughter going on, but no one seemed to have
Waverly, and three years later, their
son Oliver.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Fags,” among other
Discrimination: a
KYLA MARTIN
politically incorrect
topic once brushed
NEWS CO-EDITOR
statements, are plasaside now comes alive.
From skin color to sexual orientation, tered on news websites and television.
“There is a need to fit in somewhere,
society is full of groups. As light sheds
on these groups, eyes are opened, and and you would think the church would
the public is forced to accept or reject. be the place where people could fit in,”
According to Vanderbilt University, said counselor Paige Clingenpeel at
Taylor University’s Counseling Center.
acceptance is the only option.
Clingenpeel is passionate about her
Last fall, a homosexual student was
removed from a Christian fraternity by work, helping students who face sexual
its student leaders at Vanderbilt, and orientation questions come to a place
Vanderbilt recently proceeded to inves- where they can feel at peace.
“They’re trying to determine what
tigate about 300 student groups, finding 12 to be in non-compliance with its they think, what they believe,” Clinnondiscrimination policy. Five of these genpeel said. “They’re not given the
opportunity to explore it without
groups were Christian.
The American church and the judgement. But [Taylor] is just a
believing body are faced with serious little bubble of the world, and we try
scrutiny with new claims condoning to remind them that . . . there’s more
homosexuality and condemning those than this.”
In the Life Together Covenant,
who disagree.
The church’s negative responses to homosexual behavior is listed under
homosexuality, particularly gay mar- the prohibited behaviors section, statriage, are highlighted in the media. ing, “Certain behaviors are expressly
Photographs of protests against homosexuals with signs reading “God Hates
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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FACING HACKERS CONTINUED...

security issues. That’s a really big deal.”
At Taylor, the IT Department’s main
objective is to keep information safe, and
even though in the past Taylor has not
been a high target, they want to ensure
security remains high.
“Taylor has a diverse and multi-layered
approach to data security,” said the IT
Department. “For students, we require
that Windows users have anti-virus software installed. In the coming years that
may be extended to include Mac computers, as well. Other security policies, like
the forced password changes every 180
days and our Peer-to-Peer policy, help to
keep Taylor’s data secure.”
While Taylor’s network is set up with
security in mind through policies, firewalls and iPrism blocking known trouble sights, viruses can still be sent and
received. The IT Client Services department, located in the library, provides
technology support to viruses, as well as
other issues involved with computers. TJ
Higley, director of Client Services, leads
an adult staff and group of full-time
students as they handle issues students,
professors and faculty have each year.

In 2010, the group handled 426
requests ranging from registration problems to destructive viruses. This year,
IT Client Services has seen about 20
reports concerning a variety of problems.
First-year MAHE graduate student
Katie Westrate first noticed her computer was not running as usual when it
did not allow her to download an antivirus program, prompting her to take it
to IT Client Services where they diagnosed the problem.
“There were six viruses, four which
were considered “trackers” and two Trojans,” Westrate said. “After removing the
viruses, I was able to download an antivirus software, which was my original
intent.”
Kelsey Fitzjarrald, a freshman exercise science major, ran into frustration
when her computer eventually prevented
her from accessing the Internet entirely.
“I caught it in enough time to where it
didn’t really do any damage to my computer, but I got two different types of
anti-viruses now, and I have to scan my
computer every two or so weeks just to
make sure that things stay clean.”
Viruses have different levels of damage — some block files and other soft-

ware while others wreack havoc on the
entire system. Maintaining a quality
anti-virus program is a first step in preventing unwanted content on a computer.
“Malware infects the PC, it takes
advantage of built in emailing capabilities, looks at your address list,” Higley
said. “That’s how it grabs the addresses
and sends to everybody you know basically a link. And if people aren’t careful,
they click on it, and it sends them to a
website that downloads the malware.”
Higley suggests using the mouse to
hover over links to see if it matches
where it says it will go, as well as using
the prefix “https” when possible. The
https offers more security as it encrypts
the information as it is sent. [For more
tips, see sidebar.]
“I think everyone is becoming more
aware of the need,” Brandle said. “It’s
always a horse race between the proverbial good guys and bad guys.”
As daily technology consumers, being
proactive about protecting personal
information is crucial in preventing
hackers from gaining unauthorized
access to online accounts and computers.

Photo by McNeils
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Matt, Shannon, Waverly and Oliver enjoy a day at Disney World
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an answer.”
January and February of 2008,
McNeil took Waverly and Oliver
to the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. A doctor there had seen a
case similar to their’s and tested
Waverly for Sanfilippo.
“Within a month we got the
results back and they told us she
had it. A month later, we found out
Oliver had it, too.”
According to www.ahundredforahome.com, most children with
Sanfilippo do not live past their
teens.
“When the kids were diagnosed,
my two closest friends from Taylor
asked, ‘What do you need? What
can we do?’” McNeil said.
Living off of one income in the
D.C. area where Matt works for
the State Department, the greatest material need was a house
appropriate for Waverly and Oliver.
“Michele and Kamarah decided
they were going to try to help us
purchase a home,” McNeil said.
To accomplish the goal, they
formed A Hundred for a Home.
Since its formation, A Hundred
for a Home has raised more than

$173,000. The McNeils are now in the
process of purchasing a small, onefloor house that is close to Waverly
and Oliver’s school and a number of
neighborhood parks.
Today, Waverly and Oliver are up
early every day and multiple times
during the night. Four year old
Waverly is receding. She is at a oneyear-old developmental stage. She
can no longer talk, and she uses a
wheelchair.
“She can still walk, but she needs
assistance,” McNeil said. “She falls
a lot more.”
Oliver is at a one-and-a-half to twoyear-old developmental stage and is
still very active, but he can’t talk.
“You’re told when your kid is diagnosed with something like this that
there are no treatments, there’s no
cure, and there’s an incredibly short
lifespan,” McNeil said.
“They tell you to just go home and
enjoy them. All the dreams that you
have for your children — you realize
all the things they’re not going to be
able to do. I wondered why we were
given these two beautiful children
only to have them taken away. It’s a
reminder that there are no guarantees. When you have this beautiful
baby, things may not turn out the way
you want.”

COMPUTER SECURITY TIPS
Contributed by IT Department

Never give out your usernames and passwords for any
site, for any reason. No legitimate organization will ever
ask for your username and password.
Don’t use the same password for multiple sites.
Using four short, unrelated words in combination as your
password is more secure and easier to remember than a
single, complex word.
-Taylor passwords expire every 180 days. Consider changing your other password periodically, too.
Be cautious of emails and instant messages with links in
them, even if they appear to be from friends. Links can
take you someplace you don’t expect. Don’t click links to
secure sites such as your bank. Instead, type the address
in manually or use a previously tested bookmark.
Attachments sent via email should be saved locally and
scanned with anti-virus software before opening. When
sending documents, if possible, send smaller attachments
as text inside the email instead of attaching a document.
Keep your computers updated with the latest security
patches and anti-virus software.

FRIDAY
CHA P EL

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

MUSI C D EPA RTMENT COLLA G E CONCERT

Rediger Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

THE COMP LETE WORKS OF WI LLI A M SHA KESP EA RE ( A BRI D G ED )

Mitchell Theatre
9 p.m. and 11:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
PA RENTS WEEKEND SA C TI N-MA N TRI ATHLON
A ND CA RD BOA RD BOAT REG ATTA

Taylor Lake
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

THE COMP LETE WORKS OF WI LLI A M SHA KESP EA RE ( A BRI D G ED )

Mitchell Theatre
3 p.m. and 9 p.m.
DISCRIMINATION CONTINUED...

prohibited in Scripture and therefore are
to be avoided by all members of the community.”
Taylor provides the Counseling Center,
a free resource staffed with professional
counselors, to all students struggling with
homosexuality, as well as other matters of
concern for students. They provide listening
ears — not mouths ready to spew opinions.
“It gets into a really tricky territory when
we start trying to teach them one way or
another, and that, ethically, is not our role,”
said Clingenpeel. “It’s hard . . . being a
Christian therapist because we have our
own moral guidelines, but we can’t push
them onto other people, so our goal is
always to affirm the way they feel and help
them process through it.”

“None of us are here to give you a set
answer,” said counselor Caroline Poland.
“It’s not about our agenda and what we
think. It’s about helping someone come to
an answer for themselves.”
Poland emphasizes the idea that Christians struggle with many sins, and homosexuality is one of many possible sins.
“One thing that has always interested
me is that this issue has almost become
an unforgivable sin,” Poland said. “People
are more than willing to brush off gluttony,
obesity, lying or cheating, but [homosexuality] has become an issue we’re not willing
to speak to people over, and I think that’s
really sad.”
Although homosexuality is a hushed
topic in most Christian circles, Clingenpeel
hopes to bring attention to it by bringing in
a panel of Christians with similar struggles.

“We too often and too lightly give our opinions without having the information to back
it up,” Clingenpeel said.
“I don’t think people necessarily understand what the process is like for the individual,” Poland said. “That’s the side that
we get to see (as counselors). We see the
questions, the pain, the intense guilt.”
A well-rounded education on any topic
gives people the ability to think independently on a subject and understand why
their opinions exist.
“In this industry, you’re supposed to ask
questions, to probe thinking, and that’s
what we promote in our clients: to think
about why they believe what they believe,”
said Clingenpeel.
To schedule an appointment with a counselor, call (765) 998-5222 or email counselingcenter@taylor.edu.

FASTER THAN THE SPEED OF LIGHT

W

according to the Dean of the School of Natural and
orking on the so-called “Opera experiment,”
KARA HACKETT
scientists in Geneva, Switzerland, sent sub- N E W S C O - E D I T O R Applied Sciences Mark Biermann, Einstein might not
be at fault, after all.
atomic particles called neutrinos 736 kilome“Everyone likes to talk about the really flashy things, like Einters underground to Sasso, Italy. However, when the neutrinos
stein is wrong, and the theory of special relativity is incorrect,”
arrived, they were a fraction of a second earlier than expected.
In a report published Friday, Sept. 22, scientists at the Euro- Biermann said. “That is one possible outcome, but the other
pean Organization for Nuclear Research called CERN in Switzer- outcome is it could be that the theory behind our understanding
land said neutrinos travel 60 billionths of a second faster than of neutrinos needs to be adjusted. One of those things will have
to happen assuming all this experimental data holds up and is
the speed of light, defying Einstein’s theory of special relativity.
Physics professor Ken Kiers did his doctoral work on neutrinos shown to be consistently true.”
Neutrinos are mysterious, electrically charged particles emitted
at the University of British Columbia. Upon hearing about the
in radioactive decay that change between three types, or forms,
findings, he was interested, but skeptical.
“It’s the beginning stages,” Kiers said. “It’s really exciting and as they move.
“There are hundreds of trillions of neutrinos passing through
interesting, and if it were to hold up, modern physics would be
your body every second from the sun,” Kiers said. “They come
forever changed.”
A “fundamental tenant” of modern physics, Einstein’s theory through your head, go out your feet, go through the earth and
of special relativity claims no object with rest mass can travel come out the other side. They’re almost impossible to stop, so any
faster than the speed of light. Because neutrinos have a very experiment involving the neutrino is very hard to do.”
Before the findings at CERN are accepted as true, they must
small mass and are observed to travel faster than the speed of
light, they are in direct conflict with Einstein’s theory. However, be verified by other independent experiments. The Fermilab near

SUNDAY
THE COMP LETE WORKS OF WI LLI A M SHA KESP EA RE ( A BRI D G ED )

Mitchell Theatre
3 p.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Chicago can send neutrinos to a lab in Minnesota, but the timing
devices in those labs are not yet capable of the same accuracy as
labs in Switzerland and Italy, which measured the 453.6 mile
distance between them to within 20 centimeters.
Although the findings last Friday sparked widespread speculation about the possibility of science fiction phenomenon like time
travel, Kiers and Biermann believe the current findings are too
small to indicate any real results.
“You can set up an experiment where if something is allowed to
travel faster than the speed of light, then you can send yourself a
message and receive it before you sent it,” Kiers said. “It’s possible
to do these things once you break the speed of light barrier, but
this difference is so tiny. They found an apparent violation of the
speed of light by something like two parts in 100,000, so I think it
would be difficult to observe those things in any kind of practical
setting—even if neutrinos are found to travel faster than light.”
Despite the outcome, Biermann says the results may modify
physics, but they will not change the basic truths of the human
experience.
“While science can help us get glimpses of basic truth, it’s also
limited in the sense that it’s tentative and we have to be able to
revise it,” Biermann said. “Truth is always the same. God tells
us the truth, and the truth is revealed to us. Science can give
us glimpses of the truth, but because we’re fallen, finite, fallible
human beings, it’s never going to be fully realized.”

Top 5 News Events of the Week
Fatal Accident Puts Focus on
Deportation Program
(nytimes.com)

Bank of America to charge $5
monthly debit card fee
(cnn.com)

New Study Underlines Unfulfilled
Promises of Health Care Bill
(abcnews.go.com)

71% Favor Term Limits for
Congress
(rosmussenreports.com)

Solyndra’s multimillion-dollar
white elephant
(sfgate.com)
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EXPANDING THE CONVERSATION
A NEW LOOK AT EVANGELISM

between members of different faiths
Taylor students were challenged last
MACKENZI KLEMANN
and learning to work together in
night by Ramona Fisher to question
WORLD EDITOR
peace despite theological disagreethe value of traditional evangelism
ments.
and to consider a new approach of
Interfaith relationships are about peacemaking,
interfaith dialogue.
The Middle East Collegiate Association (MECA) Fisher said. “As a follower of Jesus, I feel that I am
and Interfaith Peace Committee (IPC) hosted their called to be a peacemaker. Not to keep peace, but
first event last night to kick-off what they hope will to make peace.”
“It’s not us against them. God loves everybody. He
become an interfaith initiative for the university
and to clear up any misconceptions surrounding just doesn’t love you at Taylor, he just doesn’t love
the evangelical community. It’s not us against them,
interfaith dialogue.
The mission of IPC is striving to engage the cam- it’s just us. God loves all of us. God has called us
pus in loving, peaceful relationships with persons to love him with all our hearts, spirits and minds,
of other faiths in the central Indiana region, Katie and to love our neighbor as ourselves,” Fisher said.
Many evangelicals still have objections to an
Westrate, IPC graduate assistant said. “We want
to challenge and come alongside the campus as interfaith approach.
“This is a word [pluralism] that I’ve found creates
we ask the questions, ‘What does it mean to be a
problems for some evangelicals,” Fisher said. “It
peacemaker as a Christian?’”
“The biggest thing is that we’re not doing this as feels to me that when you say we admit that we are
a mission approach, interfaith wouldn’t be about a pluralistic some feel that we’re giving ground to
converts, it would be more about discussion, friend- the idea that we’re a Christina nation. People don’t
ship and relationships,” IPC chairman Nathan want to admit that we’re a pluralistic society. But
Baker said. “And what I’m finding on this campus from me perspective we actually need to embrace
is that students don’t recognize the need for inter- that if we’re going to be peacemakers.”
Due to 9/11 and the repercussions following,
faith, which is essentially a willingness to discuss
commonalities, but stressing our differences. In no interfaith dialogue has been at the forefront of
way are we saying we agree so let’s get along. We’re what is defining our generation, Westrate said. How
well, or poorly, we engage in these conversations
saying we agree, but we also disagree.”
Interfaith dialogue, as Ramona Fisher explained, and relationships will be crucial for our generation
is not about hiding differences. Rather, it is about and the ones following.
“From my conversations with students here at
being open about the similarities and differences

Taylor, it appears that we are aware of other religions, curious of other religions, but lack meaningful, mutually respecting relationships with other
persons of other religions,” Westrate said. “I see the
importance of students reevaluating their view on
interfaith relationships and the assumptions they
may have of it. Yet, I do not believe this should
be done out of bounds of a loving, yet challenging
community that includes members who have gone
before you.”
Dialogue also provides an avenue for evangelism, according to Fisher. “I have been able to share
Jesus in more ways and in more depth than ever
before,” Fisher said. “People in our groups will sit
and take notes and say, ‘Now we heard this born
again phrase, would you please explain that to me?’
Think about that. Somebody asking you that from
another religion.”
MECA and IPC have made connections with student groups at Ball State as part of their initiative
to engage the local community. “They’ve invited us
to their events, and we’ve invited them to ours,”
Baker said.
Still, questions have been raised about compromises to faith and the potential for pluralism that
might come with this approach. Ultimately, though,
Westrate encourages students to keep God as the
focus. “I see an eagerness coupled with genuine
concerns and questions of how we engage in these
relationships in a way that glorifies God and loves
others.”

How do you feel about engaging in interfaith dialogue?

Our non-violent work
to build peaceful,
stable societies takes
many forms — from
promoting values and
norms to establishing
institutions. The rule
of law, sustainable
development, building
and making peace —
these are the elements
of the United Nations
agenda for non-violent
change.
-UN Secretary
General
Ban Ki-moon

It will compromise my faith.
I’m unsure.
It would be beneficial.
Submit poll response to: Echo@taylor.edu

I thought Christianity was the only
faith.

U.S. and Pakistan
engage in a war of
words

T

action against the Haqqani netension built last weekEMILY ENGEL
work, should Pakistan continue to
end in the already
CONTRIBUTOR
allow the group to operate within
strained relationship
its borders. Already, CNN reports
between the U.S. and
Pakistan when Chairman of U.S. Joint that the “growing number of U.S. drone strikes
Chiefs of Staff Adm. Mike Mullens in the tribal areas of Pakistan have been aimed
accused Pakistani intelligence officials at members of the Haqqani network, as have
of working closely with the Haqqani Special Forces operations in Afghanistan.”
In the same report, U.S. Defense Secretary
terrorist network, CNN reported.
Mullen told the U.S. Congress last Leon Panetta did not directly discuss any U.S.
Thursday that the Haqqani network— plan to begin targeting the Haqqani, but said the
a Pakistan-based terrorist group with Pakistanis “would be surprised by the actions we
close ties to the Taliban—has been targeting might or might not take.”
Other threats include cutting the billions of
American troops across the Afghan border for
several months with the support of Pakistan’s dollars of aid the U.S. sends to Pakistan, should
Inter-services Intelligence agency, BBC reported. they not cooperate with demands to crack down
“The Haqqani network, for one, acts as a veri- on the active terrorist group, CNN reported.
But although these recent exchanges between
table arm of Pakistan’s intelligence,” said Mullen,
the U.S. and Pakistan may seem heated, the
according to a recent CNN report.
The claims came after a series of attacks by disagreements are nothing new for the two allies,
the growing Haqqani terrorist group, which is who have been at odds since the U.S. killed alnow estimated to include anywhere from 10,000 Qaeda chief Osama Bin Laden on Pakistani soil
- 15,000 fighters. Recent Haqqani attacks include in May, BBC reported.
A BBC timeline of events between the two
the June 28th attack on the Inter-Continental
Hotel in Kabul, the Sept. 10th truck bomb attack nations was marked by numerous accusaagainst Afghan and U.S. forces, and the Sept. tions and uneasy reconciliation attempts. VOA
13 attack on the U.S. embassy in Kabul, BBC reported that ties have now “plunged to an alltime low,” following an emergency meeting of
reported.
Pakistani officials slammed the U.S. for its Pakistan’s top army commanders on Sunday to
accusations, claiming Pakistan was in no way discuss the “prevailing security situation.”
Pakistani officials believe the U.S. is trying to
supporting or endorsing the Haqqani organizaput the blame for the poor progress of the war in
tion, CNN reported.
Pakistan’s Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani Afghanistan on Pakistan, and have warned that
called the allegations “a propaganda blitz” and further U.S. raids on Pakistani soil could lead to
said “the allegations betray confusion and policy “serious consequences,” VOA reported.
But despite the escalating tension, Mullen
disarray within the U.S. establishment on the
way forward in Afghanistan,” Voice of America said the U.S. will not give up on relations with
Pakistan and told CNN that, “a flawed relation(VOA) reported.
Pakistan’s Major General Athar Abbas did ship is better than no relationship.”
admit during a phone interview with CNN to
have had contact with the terrorist group, but
explained that, “any intelligence agency would
like to maintain contact with whatever opposition group, whatever terrorist organization ...
“The U.S. does not seem afraid to take action
for some positive outcome.”
against the Haqqani network, should PakiAccording to BBC, Pakistan’s foreign minisstan continue to allow the group to operate
ter Hina Rabbani Khar also spoke out against
within its borders.”
Mullen’s accusations, saying the U.S. would
“lose an ally” should they continue to make
such claims.
Still, Mullen continues to stand by his claims
that Pakistan is “exporting” violence to Afghanistan by supporting the Pakistan-based Haqqani
strikes against military forces in Afghanistan,
CNN reported.
And the U.S. does not seem afraid to take

Iran: An Iranian
Christian pastor
faces potential
execution for refusing to recant his
beliefs and convert
to Islam. The president and Congress
have “expressed
deep concern” over
his impending sentence. Pastor Youcef
Nadarkhani refused
to recant his beliefs
after four days of
trial for apostasy,
and could face execution as early as
Wednesday.
Australia: Restrictions barring women from front-line
combat roles will
be phased out over
the next five years,
Australia’s govern-

ment announced
Tuesday. Australia
will become one of
nine countries to allow women to serve
in combat roles.
Mexico: An amendment to Baja California’s state constitution that stipulates
life begins at conception has been
upheld by Mexico’s
Supreme Court. The
ruling was passed
by a narrow eight to
seven ruling, under
the notion that “the
issue under debate
was the power of
states to legislate
on topics that are
not expressly determined by the federal
constitution.”

Thailand: A Nazithemed parade was
held at the Sacred
Heart School in
Chiang Mai, Thailand Monday. Jewish human rights
organizations have
called on Thailand
Christian leaders to
condemn the event.
The school’s website
issued an apology
Wednesday, stating “We, the entire
Sacred Heart School
[personnel] are
deeply saddened by
this incident.”
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My suggestion as
these changes arrive?
First of all, become familiar
with your privacy settings.
As Facebook is making these
changes, it won’t necessarily
maintain your old settings. Do
yourself a favor and revisit your
privacy settings every once in a
while to make sure your content
isn’t visible to the whole world.
It also might not hurt to narrow down your list of friends to
make sure the people following
you on Facebook are people you
actually know.
Furthermore, be wary of
social media as a means of
maintaining friendships. The
quality of your life experience
is not in direct correlation with
the amount of time you spend
using social media or the number of notifications you receive
each day. Be cautious of letting
Facebook become a means of
self-glorification.
As Dr. Cramer puts it, “Go
ahead and use your favorite
social media. Just make sure
that the time you spend on it is
glorifying to God!”

With several features debuting in a few weeks, Facebook is about to undergo the biggest
change it has ever made. Seeking to tell complete life stories of its users in a more visual
way, Facebook will soon have a very different look.
Perhaps the biggest of these upcoming changes unveiled by Facebook founder Mark
Zuckerberg at last week’s f8 conference is Timeline, a new profile layout complicating the
simplicity that attracted so many to Facebook in the first place. According to Facebook’s blog,
Timeline will feature a “cover” picture that fills most of the width at the top of the page, in
addition to a profile picture. Directly beneath the cover will be basic information and two
columns: one main column for posts and recent activity, and one on the far right that will
allow you to easily navigate a user’s entire Facebook history by year.
A change that will become more apparent with the activation of Timeline is the addition
of new apps. By adding apps to their Timelines, Facebook users will allow friends to keep
track of anything from what song they’re listening to, what movie they’re watching, what
route they’re running or what they’re cooking.
Frequent Facebooker junior Matt Dyer sees both benefits and drawbacks to these changes.
“I think Facebook will be easier to use in certain ways, but in changing, it loses nostalgic
pieces of its history.”
Like many other Facebook users fed up with the constant changes the site is making, Dyer
questions whether it’s worth sticking with it.
“I considered quitting in general and possibly moving to only Twitter and Google+, [but]
I’m not ready to move yet,” he said.
In the past few days as the news feed has undergone dramatic changes, many users have
expressed frustration or personal violation. A few recent statuses include:
Facebook, I’m confused. What exactly are the criteria for what becomes a “Top Story”?
From here, it looks like you’re picking status updates from people I never talk to....
#pleasefix
Facebook is making it EXTREMELY difficult NOT to stalk people...the auto update thing
on the right is like a stalker’s dream...
I do not like this Sam I Am. I do not like this Facebook scam.
I do not like the new news feed. I do not like it, no indeed.
I do not like your top news trends, instead of recent news from friends.
It was just fine, but now it’s weird, so let me make myself quite clear.
I do not like this new page attack. So Facebook admin CHANGE IT BACK!!!
Jeff Cramer, Associate Professor of Computer Science and Engineering, points out that
despite the change, people aren’t likely to leave.
“In general, people don’t like change,” he said. “We will stay with Facebook long after it
becomes a mediocre social networking site.”
People may adapt to this change, but privacy remains a big concern. The new Timeline not
only allows Facebook users to view friends’ major updates easily, but it also provides easy
access to anything anyone has ever done on Facebook. The new Lists allow users to create
lists of people they want to monitor extra closely, and the new apps allow friends to receive
constant updates of daily activities and locations, blurring the line between the healthy
Facebook “creeping” that we all do and legitimate stalking.
“Facebook is not concerned with your privacy at all,” Cramer said. “The more information
we give them, the more they can connect us with other people. This is the point of Facebook,
and they are doing a pretty good job of it.”

You and 874 others like this.

facebook chat
Eugene Habecker
Marylou Habecker

“I’m Brian Getz,” the voice over the telephone said. “The balloon
guy.”
When I met with Brian at Ivanhoe’s the next day, he wore the
same yellow “Brian’s Balloons” emblazoned polo I’d seen him in
countless times before. We sat in the back of the restaurant, an
hour or so before the dinner crowd would start to file in.
A sack of hundreds of yet to be inflated colored balloons safely
by his side, Brian stared at me.
“Fire away. Or whatever you wanna do.”
A native of the Valparaiso, Ind. area, Brian began his freshman
year at Taylor the fall of 2003. It was in that same year he made
his first balloon creation. After getting a unicycle and learning
to juggle, his sister figured balloon artistry was the next logical
step and bought Brian a kit for Christmas. Brian’s Balloons was
born soon after.
“I started Brian’s Balloons as a freshman by putting a sign on my
dorm room door saying what I could make. I don’t think anyone
ever asked me for any of those designs.”
Brian began working for tips at Ivanhoe’s his sophomore year
and worked birthday parties and other events on the side. Before
graduating in three years with a degree in Christian Education,
Brian worked 30 hours of a 40-hour period and made a 14’ tall
model of the Rice Bell Tower consisting of more than 1,000 balloons.
“I’d always wanted to make a balloon bell tower. That was my
first big project, just basically a thank you to Taylor.”
Brian paused to say hello to a group who passed by our table.
“Regulars,” he explained to me.
After working as a volunteer for a year, Brian moved on to Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) and got
a masters degree in Philanthropic Studies. He hoped the degree
would help him get a job in development at Taylor.

& TIMES CO-EDITOR

If you think Taylor’s campus is strangely quiet this
year, you aren’t imagining things.
Our glorious bell tower, proudly representing the
Integration of Faith and Learning, has not been up to
its usual antics of chiming at each 15 minute mark. In
fact, new students may not even know that the bell
tower is in fact a bell tower.
The illustrious structure was struck by lightning
this summer, rendering it silent.
“The software and hard drive of the computer in the
bell tower was apparently doomed by the lightning
of this past summer’s storms,” said Chairman of the
Department of Music Al Harrison.
The estimated cost of resurrecting the bell tower

is $14,000, plus miscellaneous installation charges.
University Advancement is seeking a donor to cover
the costs before placing an order for replacement parts.
Not only is the bell tower silent, but the recent addition of the wind turbines has stolen its thunder (pun
intended) as the tallest structure on campus.
Dorm residents who can hear the chimes from their
beds may not miss the 9 a.m. wake up call, but Taylor
isn’t quite the same without it.
Harrison hopes the tower will be singing once more
by Thanksgiving or Christmas.
Harrison said, “I know that the students also miss
the chimes that allow them to know when they are
late for classes!”

GUY TALK - SLIP INTO
SOPHISTICATION

Steve Bedi

Illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro
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ANSWERS FROM AN ARTIST OF AIR
SPORTS EDITOR

“Never did get a job at Taylor. Still working on that
one.”
While getting almost a full ride to IUPUI, Brain
covered rent and other expenses by continuing to make
balloons. He decided to pass on getting a doctorate and
instead began to work with balloons full-time.
“I wish I could call it full-time. Honestly I work Friday,
Saturday and every other Tuesday. But you can make
a living working 15-20 hours a week as a balloon artist.
So full time?” Brian paused and smiled. “I do it as my
only employment.”
While currently working at two Fazoli’s close to his
home in Indianapolis, Brian finds time to complete
larger projects for churches and even museums. His
largest works include a full-size elephant and an 18’
tall abominable snowman that took 2,600 balloons and
100 hours to complete.
“I’m at the point where I’m among the top few balloon
artists in the state. I’m not sure I’m the best, but I’m
at least tied.”
Even though it takes him more than an hour to get to Upland,
Brian makes the trek to Ivanhoe’s almost every Friday and Saturday night.
“I genuinely love the restaurant. I love the food, I love the staff,
the atmosphere. It’s one-of-a-kind, and it’s something that you
couldn’t find anywhere else.”
Brian watched as a group sat down near us.
“You’re moving!” he called to them. “They always take the same
booth,” he said to me after the short exchange. “Not today I guess.”
Brian joined the 100-club as a sophomore at Taylor and became
the first-ever member of the 200-club a year later, having eaten
all 200 shakes and sundaes Ivanhoe’s offers.
As he approaches your table, he’ll be honest — he can make
anything. He’s done everything from a hat-wearing llama climbing
the Eiffel Tower to a three-legged centaur with a goatee.
“If I know what it is, then I know how to make it.”
So what’s his favorite design?
“One that totally astounds somebody and is exactly what they
were looking for. The one that is really
going to fit what their interests are.
That’s when they’re happiest.”
I made the mistake of asking how
many balloons he went through on an
average night. Brian didn’t miss a beat,
blowing up a red balloon and tying it
into a circle. He stepped into the balloon
circle, pulled it over himself and told me,
“That’s the first one I’ve gone through all
month.”
In addition to what he does as his job,
Brian has developed what he calls “balloon ministry.” Using balloons to rein-

As the leaves and temperature
start to fall, the great legs that
went bare all summer seek some
attention. Skinny jeans and
leggings sometimes don’t quite
cut it. Whether for warmth or
fashion sake, layering on the legs
is important. Raid your mom’s
closet for some knee socks or
leg warmers, but this look is best
rocked with boots (or over heels if
you’re feeling especially retro). It
really doesn’t matter what “pant”
you choose; skinny jeans, leggings,
or tights work best. Contrast the
color of your leg warmers with the
color of your boots.

BELL TOWER STRUCK BY LIGHTNING,
EMILY LUTTRULL L I F E
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force a spiritual truth, he has done balloon ministry in Kenya,
Bosnia, Slovakia and Uganda and has trained missionaries in the
same countries to do the same.
“As a Christian Ed major and as a balloon artist, it was just
second nature to start making balloons in a ministry setting.”
Brian will be traveling to Ireland for a month-and-a-half-long
vacation after Homecoming Weekend and then taking three weeks
to do ministry in England, Bosnia and Syria.
The dinner crowd slowly began to file in, and I knew our time
was short. As many were getting off work, Brian’s was about to
begin. And he couldn’t be more excited.
“I get to make people happy, give them something they want,
and then they give me money with a smile on their face. It’s just
excellent. How many other jobs are there like that?”
Someone might have asked Brian later that night why a Taylor
graduate is making balloons for a living, it’s happened before.
“I tell them that college teaches you two things. It teaches you
the specifics of a particular field, and it teaches you how to think.
Even if someone told me 10 years ago ‘you are going to be a balloon
artist and you’re not going to need a college education.’ I would
still do it. I wouldn’t change anything at all because I know that
I learned how to think while I was at Taylor, and that will help
me every day of my life.”
I didn’t need to ask why Brian loved his job so much. An hour
of talking to the man made it clear to me; it wasn’t about balloons,
it was about people.
“I genuinely love getting up in the morning and making people
balloons. And I get to crack all these jokes and people laugh at me.
It’s just a good feeling.”
The PA system let us know that someone’s order was ready.
“You can make a living with balloons, but it’s very difficult to
make a killing. I was doing amazing as a balloon artist when I
was in college. I was making more than any college student I knew.
Then they all graduated and got real jobs, and I didn’t.
But I’m happier than they are.”
The wide smile on Brian’s face made it hard to disagree with
him.

We recommend - JUJUBERRY FROZEN YOGURT •
CORRIE DYKE

LIFE & TIMES CO-EDITOR

2020 S. WESTERN AVE.
MARION, IN

......................................................................

The yogurt dispensers sit on the back wall hours from 9 p.m. until 10 p.m. after a request
in pairs. Strategically placed, pulling down the from a college-aged customer. In close proximity to
middle lever will give you a twist of both flavors. Taylor and IWU, the move was probably a smart
Flavors like Georgia peach and cake batter cre- one. JuJuBerry is closed on Sundays.
The walls are painted bright pink and green and
ate peach shortcake. Peppermint and cookies and
made me feel like a kid in a candy shop, because —
cream make a cool peppermint cookie.
If the flavors aren’t appealing enough, the next let’s face it — that is exactly what it is.
JuJuBerry was named after family member Julia,
step will top it off. At JuJuBerry more than 60 topping choices are offered to overwhelm your deep- who is 1 year old, and goes by JuJu. Stinson said
est cravings. From fruit to cookies, to candy, your the Berry part was added because it goes well with
the product.
creation will not be lacking any sweetness.
JuJuBerry might not be the only froyo shop
A popular choice at JuJuBerry is the Reese’s
peanut butter syrup. Wipe the drool from your you’ve ever been to, but it is definitely one-of-akind and worth trying out. Besides, you’re probably
chin — it’s real.
Besides every candy bar imaginable, cookie going to be dreaming about Reese’s peanut butter
dough, brownies, cheesecake and a number of other syrup for the rest of the day.
choices, the shop has unique JuJuBerries as part
of the topping options. Stinson
described the “berries” as a candy
from Taiwan. The berries are
small juice filled beads in flavors
such as passion fruit, strawberry
and mango.
The nature of the self-serve is
having self-control. What I parRONNIE WILLMARTH S T A F F W R I T E R
ticularly love about JuJuBerry is
not only the fact I can customize
my size of dessert, but I can fulfill almost any craving. Chocolate,
fruit, sweet, tart — anything.
JuJuBerry is open Monday
through Saturday, noon - 10 p.m.
The shop recently extended their
Dear Little Nomad,
Staying in touch long-distance is much easier than it used
to be. Nowadays, because of telephones and the Internet,
very few people still ride horses or write long letters in
cursive. Only 26 percent of Americans know Morse code.
The best way to keep track of things, including people,
is to categorize them. Here’s what you do: divide all of
the people back home into two groups — people you miss,
and people you’re glad to be away from.
After you have cremated the Group Two list, look at
the Group One list. Cross out anyone who is no longer
living or who wouldn’t visit you if you were in the hospital. There! Those are the people you care about.
MICAH YORK S T A F F W R I T E R
Now, you said that you want to “stay in touch” with
them, but that’s not really what you want to do. You want
Global Outreach (GO) co-leaders, senior Jeff Rozelle and junior Ellen Meyer, are seeking
to continue to cultivate a meaningful relationship with
to integrate meaningful service and global perspective in this year’s GO agenda.
them. These are people who raised you, whom you grew
“Global outreach exists to educate, encourage and empower the Taylor community to
up with. You’re going to have a lifelong bond with them.
engage globally through holistic international ministry, including evangelism, prayer,
Here at college you might make a lasting friend or two,
care for physical needs and social justice issues,” Rozelle said.
meaning literally, just one or two. After graduation your
Among some of the many programs under the umbrella of GO are Social Justice Week,
clique and your casual acquaintances will scatter. You’ll
skip-a-meal, One Verse, Urban Exposure and Global Prayer. These initiatives allow
have to make new lists and ultimately “stay in touch”
students to “learn more about the needs of the world,” Meyer said. As both co-leaders
with just a handful. Quality over quantity is a tried and
desire for students to become aware of global issues, Meyer said they also want students
true principle for everything in life, except money. Keep
to “develop a better understanding of global outreach.”
those few quality friends and family members close.
“Global Outreach is a gateway into learning and to serving,” Meyer said. “We want
Laminate your Group One list and commit to contactto reach more of the student body, and broadening the focus of what these events are.
ing them at least once or twice a week. Here are some
Instead of having just skip-a-meal where you just don’t go to the D.C. It’s more than just
questions you can ask them to find out the important
giving up your meal. It’s understanding why we’re giving up our meal.”
things going on in their lives:
As Meyer and Rozelle plan for the upcoming year, they have several goals in mind, such
as making their work more accessible. Rozelle says there are very few guys involved and
Important Questions:
hopes for more involvement in the GO staff.
1. What have you been thinking about lately?
This year, GO will be starting several
2. Have you broken up with so and so yet? (or, “Are you
new programs. One of these potential
dating so and so yet?”)
initiatives includes small groups across
3. How is your cholesterol?
campus participating in praying for a
4. Did your landlord ever call the rodent exterminator?
country or a people group.
5. Have you had an interesting conversation with
“We’re really trying to address the
anyone recently?
criticisms from the past,” Rozelle said.
6. What social events have you attended?
“I think a big goal is to put a structure
7. Has anything exciting happened in your place of
in place that future cabinets can build
employment?
off of.”
8. Did you make bail?
Both Rozelle and Meyer want to
emphasize the importance of staying
Whether by phone, Skype or email, make the effort to
involved in the current events of the
maintain a meaningful relationship with those few close
world. Their vision for Taylor’s campus
pals. Don’t be afraid to use an old-fashioned method,
is that the students would embrace sereither. Your mom would love it if you sent her a nice note
vice instead of merely becoming aware
attached to a carrier pigeon.
of a global issue.
“Service is more of a form of worship,”
Rozelle said. “We just really want to
develop students into turning service
FOR ADVICE FROM RONNIE, CONTACT THE ECHO AT ECHO@TAYLOR.EDU
into a way of life, both domestically and
internationally.”
Frozen yogurt, more commonly known as froyo, is a
sweet dessert similar to ice cream. Yogurt, however,
wins this dessert battle, as it is made from milk
and not cream and contains fewer calories.
Froyo shops are becoming increasingly popular with chains like TCYB, Pinkberry and Sweet
CeCe’s indulging customers in what they think is
a healthier option than their milkshake cravings.
Family-owned JuJuBerry opened in Marion late
in July and is a healthy competition to the wellknown chains.
With froyo becoming a sort of cultural fad, part
owner of JuJuBerry Jody Stinson said her family
thought it would be a neat thing to bring to the
area.
“It is a lot of fun, and you can get whatever you
want,” Stinson said. “There are trillions of choices.”
JuJuBerry has 18 different flavors of yogurt
every day, with a majority of the flavors on a rotation basis. Stinson said favorite flavors, like cake
batter, never change.
Every shop is unique, yet most follow the same
self-serve routine. The steps go as follows: grab a
dish, fill it with yogurt, top it, and then weigh it.
JuJuBerry charges 40 cents per ounce. You can
literally have as little or as much as you want.
The staff is welcoming and willing to offer a
sample taste of a flavor you’d like to try before
regretfully filling your dish; however, bad decisions
come sparingly in a shop like JuJuBerry.
The yogurt is creamy like ice cream, and with
flavors like cake batter and cookies and cream, my
taste buds were delightfully fooled.

Behind the acronym:
Global Outreach

DEAR RONNIE,

How can I stay in touch with my
friends and family back home?

Warm weather is like a cop-out
for guys and their feet. Invest in
a couple pairs of flip-flops, and
you are good to go. But as the
weather turns, there are so many
more options than your favorite
pair of sneakers. Slip-on shoes
are comfortable and simple; what
more could a guy ask for? Boat
shoes have recently been on the
rise and can offer a sophisticated
look for casual denim and sweater
look. Toms and Vans also make this
list, so no matter what your style
there is a shoe bound to fit.

QUICK
QUESTION?

SHOULD GUYS
WEAR PINK?
Respond to echo@taylor.edu in 140
characters of less and see your
response in next week’s paper.

SOCIAL
MEDIA
gon e

TAY L O R

STATUS UPDATE FROM
TAYLOR NETWORK
Some times you don’t
do well on tests.

FAC T
of

th e

W E E K

DID YOU KNOW?
Scientifically, weather has minimal
affect on our mood.
Rain is gloom and sunshine
happiness is metaphorical rather
than scientific, though it rings true
because humans are inherently
sympathetic to our environment.
But we are not its victims. Barring
a mood disorder, our emotions are
not casualties of the weather. The
rain can be guilty by association,
but not causation. Some people’s
emotions are simply more vulnerable to weather changes than
others. Someone prone to a low
mood on dark, cold days will likely
experience a depressive winter
when there’s a prolonged string
of like-weathered days. This
propensity is the basis of Seasonal
Affective Disorder. health.msn.com
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fter 12 weeks of invite-only beta testing, Google+ finally opened to the general public last week.
Despite limited sign-up, its popularity exploded in beta tests. ComScore.com, an online litmus test for digital business, labeled Google+ the fastest-growing social network of all time. Facebook may
eclipse Google+ in users, but an online migration is partially underway.
Do you switch now before the “inevitable” fall of Facebook (a la MySpace), or do you wait to see if Google+ fulfills its promises? Social networks can wither and die, even with a powerful backbone
like Google. Jumping ship could prove fruitless, and bandwagons can be wrong.
This week, I have compiled some of the early flaws and biggest triumphs of the new social network. The following points are taken from user comments and industry analyses, as well as hours of personal
sifting. Enjoy your early look into the new frontier.

Praises -

Complaints -

Easy Use:
The basics of Google+ are pretty simplistic, and that fact makes jumping in a relative breeze. It
takes time to get acclimated to the new functions, but once you get it down, anyone can surf like a
pro. This lack of complexity is a huge boon for the fledgling social network, but needless updates
may hide around the corner. Time will tell.

Real Name Policy:
Google+ does not allow the use of pseudonyms, mononyms or nicknames, and such a policy has angered
some users. Google’s policy page reads, “It’s important to use your common name so that the people you
want to connect with can find you.” Violators run the risk of having their entire pages erased. This puts
some celebrities and YouTube stars out on the curb. Some celebrities have already been given overrides (of
course Lil Wayne gets a page). However, for the general public, it is either your real name or no Google+.

Content:
Updates and photos are effortless, and that little “+1” button allows for easy access to other web
pages. “+1” serves as a “Like” button, only with more control and an easier management system.
Since Google has much to offer as an online giant, I expect website integration to grow exponentially
in the near future.
Asymmetric Relationships:
This sounds weird, but hear me out. Relationships on most social networks are symmetric,
meaning people are either friends or they are nothing. The real world is far more complicated, with
different varieties of relationship between people. On Google+, attachments can range (via circles)
and you can follow anyone without confirming a relationship. There is more relational freedom,
which more readily mirrors real life.
Circles:
Targeting the right group of friends in Facebook can be quite a hassle, but Google+ makes this
easy by letting you organize your friends into circles. I have seen this used well for multilingual
individuals, as they can talk to a specific group in a singular language. It has also been used to
separate personal and business lives, with people joking in one circle and being professional in
another. Plus, we no longer get insipid updates from every acquaintance.
Video Conferencing:
Hangout, the video chat feature, has turned into Google+’s strongest selling point. This social
network not only allows video chat, but you can conference with 10 people simultaneously. For now,
Hangout is also free of charge. Facebook will be compelled to match it in the near future, but for
now Google+ has an upper hand.

Age Requirement:
Anyone under 18 years old could have their page shut down. Most other social networks have an age
requirement, as well, but the age limit is normally 13. So why does Google+ oust the youngsters? Sites
that use information of minors must inform online authorities how they are collecting such data, and
Google+ elected to forgo such a roadblock. This could simply encourage mass falsification, making their
policy hard to enforce.
Poor Mobile App:
Some of the biggest complaints stem from the mobile app. The Facebook application has garnered
wide praise, with many users primarily visiting the mobile network. On the Google+ app, you have no
way to edit your personal information, the content is clunky, text is difficult to decipher and even after a
major update, the app still lacks many of the functions that make the Facebook app easy to use. Mobile
is becoming increasingly popular, so this needs a major shift.
Links to Other Networks:
Google+ cannot post from other applications, such as Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook. Many users
currently start a conversation on one site and carry it to another, so the lack of integration could be a
major flaw. Google has plans to link networks in the near future, but that function would have been nice
to have from the start.
Current Lack of Community:
Activity is currently on the paltry side, since people are just getting into the swing of Google+. Facebook
started out the same way. However, Facebook also updated everything incredibly fast and made their site
worth visiting. They revolutionized social media. Whether or not Google+ will gain enough users to
follow suit remains to be seen.

OPENING THIS WEEKEND
“50/50”
Starring Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Seth Rogen, Anna Kendrick
Inspired by a true story, “50/50” is an original story about survival and finding humor in the
most unlikely places. Gordon-Levitt and Rogen play best friends who are changed dramatically
when Gordon-Levitt is diagnosed with cancer. He goes through a transformative journey, one that
leads to some surprising conclusions about what truly heals a person.
“What’s Your Number?”
Starring Anna Faris, Chris Evans, Blythe Danner
After an article leads her to believe love has passed her by, Ally Darling (Farris) embarks on a quest to find the best “ex”
of her life. By any means necessary, she intends to narrow down the losers and choose the boyfriend who best fulfills her
high standards. No matter what, she will not be alone forever.
“Dream House”

Photo by Melissa Jerome

Starring Daniel Craig, Naomi Watts, Rachel Weisz
In this suspense thriller, a young family moves into a home where several grisly murders were committed
. . . only to become the killer’s next target. The father of the family (Craig) must use his investigative skills to get
information out of a suspicious neighbor (Watts) before the house repeats its disturbing history.

Review:
‘Shakespeare Abridged’

S

tions and participate in the
hakespeare. It is a
RACHEL VACHON
performance.
name that can make
COPY EDITOR
This play is one where the
you cower and trempast meets the present. Modern
ble in fear — knees start
knocking and palms start sweating. themes connect with iambic pentameter
But maybe you land on the other end of the in a way that creates an enjoyable, theatspectrum. You are ecstatic with giddy, toe- rical hybrid of entertainment. Despite its
tingling anticipation. You absolutely cannot eclectic elements, the result is cohesive and
wait to delve into the mind and works of the coherent. While all of Shakespeare’s works
Bard. The question begs to be asked, though, are covered in so small a time, each play is
is there a way to reconcile these two oppos- introduced, making it easy to follow along.
ing forces? Yes. The answer is to see “The Occasionally there is some off-color humor
Complete Works of William Shakespeare and innuendos that might not be appropriate for young children.
Abridged.”
Seamless improvisation by Maloney,
Opening this weekend with this Shakespearean comedy, the Taylor University McDermott and Spear take an already
Theatre kicks off its 2011-2012 season. The dynamic play and put it over the top. They
cast for this production consists of junior quickly adapt to whatever situation they
Braden Spear and seniors Tim McDermott encounter, making the most of it and turnand Ryan Maloney. Their chemistry lights ing it into something humorous. The level of
up the stage from the very beginning with audience participation simply heightens the
fast-paced dialogue and bold acting, as they abilities of these exceptional actors.
Proceeds for this play will go toward the
portray each of Shakespeare’s works in
about 105 minutes. With caffeinated energy Jason Francis Scholarship for actors. This
and bubbling enthusiasm, they engage the scholarship helps make young actors and
audience in a lively performance of wit and actresses’ dreams of the theater become
humor. No matter what your relationship possible. Rather than purchase tickets for
is with Shakespeare, this trio will have you this performance, donations will be accepted
as each individual sees fit. A collection will
laughing till you’re crying.
“The Complete Works of William Shake- be taken at some point during the evening
speare Abridged” is interactive and will for this fund.
“The Complete Works of William Shakeinclude the audience from the very onset
of the play. There is no way to know what speare Abridged” defied any expectations
will happen next, and odds are your space I had. I am already ready for round two. I
will be encroached upon at some point. The highly recommend attending this perforsmall setting of the stage draws the audi- mance. You won’t regret it. Aside from some
ence into an inviting atmosphere, though, minor suggestive content, I give this play
and works very well with the structure of four-and-a-half stars out of five.
the play. Be prepared to release your inhibi-

IN LAST WEEK’S ISSUE, THE ARTICLE ATTRIBUTED TO ANNA
MEDEARIS IN “DUAL REVIEW: THE EMMYS” WAS WRITTEN BY
BRADY SCHAAR. WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE ERROR.

REGISTER: int.taylor.edu/gre

4pm

OCTOBER10

NEXTMONDAY

Career Development is partnering with
Kaplan to host a practice GRE (Graduate
Record Examination) for Taylor students
pursuing degrees after graduation.
Only 75 spots are available. The test will be a full,
sit-down practice exam. Tests will be scored on site.
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THE LOSS OF OUR PEPPERMINT PRIVILEGES
R O B B I E

M A A K E S TA D,

C O N T R I B U T O R

Illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro

For years the Hodson Dining Commons (DC) stairs in the DC, there has been an “extreme
has provided complimentary mints to the Tay- waste” of peppermints. First of all, is the
lor student body as they exit their meals. Alas, entire student body to be held responsible
no longer. Due to the foolish actions of a few, for the foolish wasting of mints? This is not
the entire student body has been deprived a systemic evil. If some milk-chugging men
(or shall I say “boys”?) are grabbing handfuls
of mints.
I, for one, enjoy sucking on a mint after of mints only to lick them and throw them
a dinner at the DC. There is nothing better at girls in the parking lot, is the entire stuthan calming one’s stomach by popping a pep- dent body (who largely do not follow these
embarrassingly childish
permint after pounding a
wooing techniques) to be
pepperjack/bacon burger,
punished?
a hotdog and a side of
If some minimallychili-cheese fries. (Don’t “If some minimally-mature
mature students are
be silly — I have never
students are chucking
chucking mints down
eaten that in one meal at
from the top of the DC
the DC . . . .)
mints down from the top
I would even go so far
at the women they wish
as to argue that the mints
they were dating, should
of the DC at the women
are an integral part of
those innocent of mintthe digestion of Taylor’s
they wish they were dating, tossing be denied their
student body. A good
after-dinner delights?
should those innocent of
peppermint soothes the
In my humble opinion,
digestive tract and allows
rather than punishing
mint-tossing be denied their the student body as a
it to ease into breaking
down our caloric conwhole for the atrocities
after-dinner delights?”
sumption, rather than
of a few, the few should
forcing our stomachs to
“put their childish ways
plow through those spicy
behind them” (somehow
chicken sandwiches
I doubt that the Apostle
unaided (I speak from personal experience — Paul was referring to misusing mints in 1
going without a mint after downing a couple Corinthians 13, but I think the principle still
of those is not pleasant).
applies).
Not only does a peppermint aid in digestion
I, as well as much of the student body,
of DC food, it also freshens the breath quite greatly miss our after-dinner mints and would
nicely. Trust me — I know what it is like to love it if the DC gave those who are guilty of
live alongside 35 other guys who have just excessive mint-wasting a second chance. I am
eaten garlic mashed potatoes along with their sure they will grow up soon and realize their
turkey dinner. It is going to get fairly ugly actions have quite a negative effect on those
without post-supper mints.
of us who actually enjoy EATING mints after
According to the sign at the top of the our meals.

THE FEAR PARALYSIS
Pain is something we’ve
all experienced, but how
do you deal with it? It
can hurt like the dickens when it happens, and it can also make you want
to curl up, protecting yourself. The pain we feel can
paralyze us to the point where it limits our future
or causes us to push others away. It doesn’t matter
what caused it because if you feel the pain, it’s real
and should be dealt with.
Dealing with pain is not fun. It requires pulling
out the root of the pain, which is hard, to say the
least. Sometimes we just try to move forward without understanding the past. Why? Because we have
so much to do. We’re trying to
figure out what to major in,
where to be involved, when to
hang out with friends, when to
do homework, what to do in life,
where to live, etc.
Because of these crazy schedules, we may try to push away
our pain because that’s easier
to do. (I’m certainly guilty of
that.) But when we do that,
it limits our personal growth
because we’re not getting to
the root of the issue. How can we truly move forward
if we don’t understand the pain?
Too often we have a habit of simply surviving.
These habits may include scheduling a meeting,
event, a coffee date, class or study time for every
moment of every day — so much so that the only
free time we have is in the half second it takes to fall
asleep as soon as exhaustion sets in as we go to bed.
We don’t plan for time to think. It’s not cool to say,
‘Oh sorry, I’m busy. I’m thinking at 4.’ That response
seems odd. I find it funny even to consider saying,
but I also don’t think our generation values taking
the time to reflect. Reflection requires intentionality
and forcing ourselves to stop and think.
Why is it important to think about the past?
Because we cannot know how best to move forward
if we don’t at least understand the major concepts
of the past. And in order to understand it, and aside
from our introspection, we need an outside perspec-

JULIA BERGER,

CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF

THE
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tive.
At Taylor, we’re encouraged to have genuine relationships and that overused phrase “intentional
community.” And part of having intentional community means having hard conversations about life
in order to be able to move forward. But what good is
having intentional community when what we share
is not how we feel or it’s a very filtered version of
the truth? Now, I must say that I’ve done this before,
but I’ve found that the friendships I treasure most
are the ones where they have seen me at my worst
and without a filter. And their loyalty and love mean
that much more.
As humans, we have a desire to be known at a deep
level. It’s how we’re wired
and these genuine friendships make the trials and
pain more manageable.
In this time of life
where “busy” becomes a
part of our everyday language, we don’t always
take the time to stop
and think. But by not
understanding the past,
you’re going to limit how
well you overcome the
pain, and in order to move on, that means thinking
through and talking about it is crucial.
Chances are you have experienced some kind of
pain while at Taylor and perhaps you’re experiencing pain right now. And that’s OK. It’s OK to feel that
pain, and it’s OK to talk about it. Take the time you
need to deal with your pain, but don’t let it prevent
you from pursuing your dreams for too long. If you
do and you look back on this time years from now,
you will probably feel some level of regret. We’re only
here for a short while, so don’t take this time for
granted. Take time to reflect. You’ll be more aware
and articulate because of it.
It’s when we let our fear guide our decisions that
it begins to dictate our future. Keep your eyes on
what you want to do, whether you feel ready or not
because when you’re faced with that challenge, I’m
betting you will develop the foundation and the
strength you need to make it through each day.

“But what good is having
intentional community when
what we share is not how we
feel or it’s a very filtered version
of the truth?”

EDITOR

RE: THE ONE, TRUE GOSPEL

facing a severe lack of tangible
Extremes have always been
ASHLEY HUGHES
resources and assistance will
interesting to me. One must be
CONTRIBUTOR
scare them either toward or
right, while the other is wrong.
away from Christ. A decision
Sometimes extremes are good.
They deal with black and white issues of such merit should not be made in this
manner.
where there really is no room to budge.
Social justice should include the gospel
However, when it comes to last week’s
article “The One, True Gospel” I think there when the time is appropriate. The Spirit
is some wiggle room — quite a bit, actually. will guide in this area. We are called to
Now, I agree that we shouldn’t be “theologi- “Speak up for those who cannot speak for
cally vague” and that the gospel is the only themselves, for the rights of all who are
thing that will truly save someone, but I destitute. Speak up and judge fairly; defend
disagree that social justice ALWAYS has to the rights of the poor and needy” (Proverbs
31:8-9, NIV).
include the gospel ALL
Social justice
the time.
“IF A LIFE IS HANGING IN
without the intent
The Christian adage
THE BALANCE BECAUSE OF A of sharing the gos“Preach the gospel and,
pel is wrong, while
if necessary, use words”
LACK OF RESOURCES . . . AND
only sharing the
is not necessarily a
gospel and never
bad saying because
PHYSICAL NEEDS ARE NOT
addressing social
sometimes immediate
MET BEFORE PRESENTING
justice issues is
physical needs have
equally wrong.
to be addressed before
THE GOSPEL, THAT IS A
Both are extremes
spiritual ones can be. If
that Christ did not
a life is hanging in the
SERIOUS INJUSTICE.”
advocate. Instead he
balance because of a
spoke of maintainlack of resources (food,
ing a balance. “‘Love
clean water, medicine,
etc.) and physical needs are not met before the Lord your God with all your heart and
presenting the gospel, that is a serious with all your soul and with all your mind.
This is the first and greatest commandinjustice.
A serious spiritual matter such as the ment. And the second is like it: Love your
gospel cannot be adequately considered if neighbor as yourself’” (Matthew 22:37-39,
the end of the week is not in sight for some- NIV).
one. Preaching the gospel when people are

Do you think social justice always needs to be
presented with the gospel?
Yes
No
Submit poll response to: Echo@taylor.edu

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
Email Gabriel_Bain@taylor.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.
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MEN’S SOCCER TAKES DOWN MCC CHAMPS
MENʼS SOCCER

CONTRIBUTOR

Taylor
Trojans

3 -1

Bethel
Pilots

Senior Tyler Beachler passed the
ball to Daniels in the 59th minute,
who kicked the ball through a defender’s legs, went around him and scored
in the lower left corner of the goal to
take back the lead.
Devin Moore sealed the game
for the Trojans in the 83rd minute
when the ball was cleared to him by
a Bethel defender off a corner kick.
Moore’s shot from the top of the box
deflected off a defender and into the
goal.
Ross talked about the difference
in the game, saying, “I think really
our ability to hold the ball and the
fact that we have deep players that
can come in and possess it for us — it
wears teams out and it has all season
long, and today was no different.”
Taylor improves to 10-1 overall and
a perfect 2-0 in MCC play. This is the
Trojans’ best start in 23 years.
“It sends a statement not just to
them, but to other teams,” Ross said.
“The good thing is we have five or six
guys who have never played Bethel
before, and they don’t know who they
are, and they don’t really care who
they are,” Ross said. “They’re just
happy to go out there and play. For
the rest of us who have been around
a while, it’s a sweet deal. It showed
some maturity, and it shows resilience.”
The Trojans look to extend their
winning streak tomorrow at home
against Mount Vernon Nazarene at
4 p.m.

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

WILL FAIRFAX

The No. 23
ranked men’s
soccer team
improved their winning streak to
seven games by beating Mid-Central
College Conference rival Bethel 3-1
on Wednesday in what was a rainy
and chilly afternoon.
The win by Taylor snaps Bethel’s
33-game MCC winning streak. Before
Wednesday, the Pilots hadn’t lost an
MCC match since losing to St. Francis in 2008.
In addition, Bethel has knocked
the Trojans out of the MCC Tournament the last three years and are the
three-time defending MCC Champions.
Taylor was under immediate pressure early on as the Pilots had the
ball in Taylor’s last third for the opening three minutes. Senior goalkeeper
Josh Giuliano made a diving save in
the second minute and got just a
touch to deflect a shot wide.
“The first three minutes were pretty
scary,” Head Coach Gary Ross said.
“Once we got past those first three
minutes, we settled down.”
Taylor had chances early on to
score but couldn’t convert. In the
18th minute, junior forward Jordan Grant had a one-on-one with
the Bethel goalkeeper, but his shot
attepmt was blocked.
However, the Trojans struck first in
the 40th minute, as the rain began to
pour, when senior defender Eric Salley crossed the ball into the box, and
freshman midfielder Tim Miller put
the ball in the back of the net.
Bethel struck back, though, just
after halftime in the 48th minute
when Bernardo Sant’Anna scored to
tie the game at 1-1.

IN BRIEF

Sophomore defender Kevin Miller plays a ball during a Wednesday’s
win over Bethel. The victory snapped Bethel’s 33-game MCC winning
streak.

VOLLEYBALL EXTENDS MCC WIN STREAK TO 45
JON STROSHINE
SPORTS WRITER

Any time a program
has a long winning
streak going, no team
wants to be the one

VOLLEYBALL

3 -0

to lose the streak.
The Taylor women’s volleyball team will
Marian
Taylor
Knights
Trojans
not have to bear that distinction. And the way
they’re playing, they may not have to do so for
12 of the next 14 points to take an 18-10 lead.
quite a while.
The Lady Trojans had to sweat it out the
The Trojans swept their way to their 45th
consecutive Mid-Central College Conference rest of the way, though, as they let Marian
regular season win, a 3-0 (25-22, 25-21, 25-13) get to within 21-19 before closing out the set.
Taylor jumped out to a 12-6 lead in set numvictory over the Marian Knights Wednesday
ber two, led by six kills from Pritchard. But
evening.
“I thought the team played really well,” once again, Marian kept things interesting,
Head Coach Brittany Smith said. “We started going on an 8-2 run to make the score 16-14.
The game was close the rest of the way, but
a little bit slow, and we let Marian get a run
in that first set, but other than that I felt like once again the Trojans got the win, aided by
they were . . . doing some really good things two Marian service errors and an attack error
on defense and just going really explosively late in the set.
The final set was a different story.
offensively.”
Taylor won 25-13, using a 10-2 blitz to finish
However, the win did not come easily for
off the match.
Taylor.
“We started getting into our groove and
The first two sets in particular were strugreally figuring out that once we started playgles for the Trojans.
In the first set, the Trojans trailed 8-6 after ing for each other, we could do a lot better
an error by Kelsey Pritchard before winning things,” sophomore Ashlyn DeHoogh said of

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Garrett Wheeler

the third set. “Once we got our confidence
back and were going at them, then we just
kept getting on a roll.”
DeHoogh’s performance was a big part of
the Trojans’ win, as she recorded 12 kills, second only to Pritchard’s 15.
The Trojans are now 9-0 in conference play
and 13-3 overall.
While Smith has seen improvement already,
she knows the team has a lot of work left to do.
“We need to be preparing for a higher level
of play consistently,” Smith said. “We’re trying
to create those situations in practice and then
obviously playing teams like St. Xavier this
Saturday.”
Taylor is currently a game and a half clear
of second-place Indiana Wesleyan in the MCC
standings, and with nine more games left this
year against MCC foes, the Trojans will have
plenty of chances to extend their 45-game
winning streak.
“It’s something that we’re proud of, and we
want to defend that legacy as best we can,”
Smith said. “Whether we win or lose . . . ultimately we just want to play in an excellent
manner. We feel like that’s the legacy that
we’re leaving with this win record.”

MEN’S
CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN’S
CROSS COUNTRY

RESULTS
Did not compete this week.

RESULTS
Did not compete this week.

SCHEDULE
10/01 at Indiana Wesleyan
Invitational 11 a.m.

SCHEDULE
10/01 at Indiana Wesleyan
Invitational 10 a.m.

REVIEW
Did not compete this week.

REVIEW
Did not compete this week.

MEN’S SOCCER
10-1 (2-0)

WOMEN’S SOCCER
6-2-1 (1-0)

RESULTS
09/24 at Marian W, 4-1
09/28 versus Bethel W, 3-1

RESULTS
09/27 versus Bethel W, 2-1
(2OT)

SCHEDULE
10/01 versus Mount Vernon
Nazarene 4 p.m.
10/04 at Spring Arbor 7 p.m.

SCHEDULE
10/01 at Goshen 5 p.m.
10/05 versus Huntington
4 p.m.

REVIEW
Before beating Bethel on
Wednesday, freshman Tim
Daniels, junior Jordan
Grant and senior Tyler
Beachler all scored goals
in the men’s soccer team’s
4-1 win over Marian on
Saturday. See article for
Wednesday’s recap.

REVIEW
The women’s soccer team
opened confrence play
Tuesday with a 2-1 win over
Bethel in double overtime.
Junior Cara Johnson scored
early in the game, and
sophomore Molly Drooger
scored in the 105th minute
to break the tie and give
the Trojans the victory.

MEN’S TENNIS
8-2 (6-1)

WOMEN’S TENNIS
8-2 (6-1)

RESULTS
09/23 at Indiana Wesleyan
W, 7-1
09/24 versus Cornerstone
W, 8-1

RESULTS
09/24 versus Cornerstone
W, 9-0
09/24 versus Cedarville
W, 6-3

SCHEDULE
09/30 at Marian 1 p.m.
10/01 versus University of
Indianapolis 10 a.m.
10/01 versus Anderson 3
p.m.
10/03 MCC Tournament
Quarterfinals TBA

SCHEDULE
09/30 at Marian 1 p.m.
10/01 versus University of
Indianapolis 10 a.m.
10/03 MCC Tournament
Quarterfinals TBA

REVIEW
Senior Jon Wegener won
6-0, 6-2 to improve to 5-0
at No. 1 singles during the
men’s tennis team’s 8-1
win over Cornerstone on
Saturday.

REVIEW
The women’s tennis team
won two matches on Saturday, beating Cornerstone
9-0 in the morning and
defeating Cedarville 6-3 in
the afternoon. Sophomore
Kim Henke won at both No.
1 singles and No. 3 singles
that day.

FOOTBALL
2-0 (0-0)

VOLLEYBALL
13-3 (9-0)

RESULTS
Did not compete this week.

RESULTS
09/23 versus Mount Vernon
Nazarene W, 3-0
09/24 at Grace W, 3-2
09/28 at Marian W, 3-0

SCHEDULE
10/01 versus Quincy 1 p.m.
REVIEW
Did not compete this week.

Parent’s Weekend
Saturday Schedule
10 a.m. Men’s and
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
6 p.m.

Women’s tennis
vs Marian
Football vs
Quincy
Men’s tennis vs
Anderson
Volleyball vs St.
Xavier

SCHEDULE
10/01 versus Marian 6 p.m.
10/05 versus Indiana Wesleyan 7 p.m.
REVIEW
Before sweeping Marian Wednesday night, the
volleyball team squeaked
by Grace 3-2 on Saturday.
Junior Courtney Herschberger led the Trojans with
25 digs. See article for
Wednesday’s recap.

DOUBLE DUTY
DANIEL MORRILL

SPORTS EDITOR

There aren’t many things more
exhausting than training camp.
Eight-hour days. Multiple practices.
Hundreds of drills. Football, football,
football. All with the Indiana sun beating down on you. You won’t go through
a tougher training camp unless you join
the military.
And that’s exactly what senior Garrett Wheeler did.
Despite growing up with the game,
Wheeler didn’t get the chance to play
football in high school until his senior
year when Middletown Christian High
School added a football program.
Even with only nine games of high
school football experience, the Springboro, Ohio, native was still recruited
to play defensive end for Malone University.
While playing out his freshman season with the Pioneers, Wheeler made
the decision to join another team: the
Air National Guard.
“It’s in my family,” Wheeler said. “My
dad’s in the Navy Reserves, and I’d
always wanted to do the military of
some kind.”
Wheeler took his second semester of
college off to do basic training in Texas
and to complete his technical training
in Missouri. Wheeler was assigned to
an emergency management unit that
specializes in chemical, biological and
nuclear defense, as well as assisting
during and after natural disasters.
In 2009, while training with the Air
Force during his second year at Malone,
Wheeler made the decision to transfer
to Taylor.
“[Malone] just wasn’t a great fit,” said
Wheeler. “Taylor was one of the other
schools that I had looked at going into
college, so I contacted Coach Korfmacher.”
Photo by Tim Riethmiller

Wheeler certainly had strong connections with Taylor football. Jim Wheeler
Memorial Stadium, where the Trojans
play their home games, is named after
Wheeler’s uncle. As soon as he hit the
campus, Wheeler’s work ethic instantly
grabbed the attention of the Taylor
coaching staff.
“He always ran his drills hard,” linebackers Coach Dale Perine said. “That
caught the eyes of all the coaches. Every
drill. He’s always looking to get better.”
Wheeler’s aggressiveness and toughness prompted the Trojan coaching
staff to make a change. They moved
Wheeler from defensive end to middle
linebacker.
“The middle linebacker’s got to be a
leader,” Perine said. “To be a leader in
the huddle. To be able to communicate
the checks and to get the front lined up.
If someone’s out of line, he’s got to get
them lined up.”
Wheeler proved to be a true leader.
While not the most vocal player on the
team, he let his play on the field and his
work off of it do the talking. Wheeler
racked up 68 tackles in his first year
with the Trojans, establishing himself
as a solid run stopper. In 2010, Wheeler
was second on the team with 89 tackles.
“Garrett’s hard work forces everyone
else to work harder, which increases all
of our levels of training and play,” fellow
linebacker Bryan Onuselogu said.
When not on the football field,
Wheeler is often fulfilling his commitment to the military. Wheeler is on
call whenever the Air National Guard
needs him. He drives four hours to the
Air Force base in Mansfield, Ohio, at
least one weekend a month to train
with his unit and then brings back
various projects to complete on his own.
“It’s taught me a lot of time manage-

ment,” Wheeler said. “In the military,
there’s no such thing as points off
because it’s late. They don’t want it
late — they want it now.”
While doing his best to fulfill all of
his duties with the football team and
his unit, the two inevitably overlap.
Wheeler has missed weeks of practice,
2010’s game against Trinity International and all of this year’s training
camp for hazardous materials training.
“It killed me not being in camp,”
Wheeler said. “During football season,
football is where my allegiance lies.
The government may have me, but the
only place I want to be is on the football
field. Obviously I still want to fulfill my
duty [with the Air Force], but it’s been
a balancing act to try and fulfill both.”
Through it all, Wheeler is able to
fulfill his guard duty, play football
and excel in the classroom. In 2011,
Wheeler was named MFSA Academic
All-Conference, was an NAIA Scholar
Athlete and was named to the ESPN
Academic All-District 5 second team.
“That’s what amazes me more than
anything,” said Head Coach Ron Korfmacher. “To miss a whole week of classes
and not miss a beat. That’s remarkable.
That’s not normal.”
The work ethic that turned coaches’
heads when Wheeler came to Taylor
certainly hasn’t hurt his performance
in the classroom, in the Air Force or
on the football field. The Trojans currently sit at 2-1 for only the second time
since 2000. Wheeler has contributed 19
tackles from the middle linebacker spot
this season.
“I’m not the greatest football player in
the world,” Wheeler said. “I just work
really hard at what I do. I think that if
you put your mind to it, you can really
do anything.”

